
NR-CY55CGKAU
Panasonic 551L, Full Flat French Door Refrigerator with

Elegant Black Glass Doors & Electrostatic touch control panel. 

NR-CY55CGKAU

Model Number:   NR-CY55CGKAU Availability: April 2020

Dimensions (H x W x D): 1714mm x 770mm x 743mm Net Weight: 89kg

Capacity: Fridge 394L, Freezer 157L, Total 551L 3.5 Star Energy Rating 

Barcode: 8887549769498 RRP : $2299

Key Features & Benefits 

ENERGY SAVING

• Energy Saving with ECONAVI Technology 

Intelligent Eco sensors detect consumer usage 

conditions, optimising performance. Includes 4 sensors; 

Door, Lighting,  Room Temperature and Internal 

Temperature. Monitors a families usage of the 

refrigerator across a 3 week period, thereby optimizing 

cooling performance and reducing energy consumption 

by up to 40%.

• INVERTER – Comprises 2 components

Intelligent Sensing 

A microcomputer cleverly detects the temperature inside 

the refrigerator. Each time the temperature changes due 

to the door opening and closing or the amount of food 

stored, that information is precisely transmitted to the 

compressor.

Intelligent Adjustment

Based on the information received, the compressor 

adjusts rotation speed to suit the situation. The result is 

more efficient, powerful cooling to maintain a stable 

temperature inside the refrigerator.

SOFT FREEZING STORAGE

• Soft freezing with PRIME FRESH+ 

This convenient storage drawer is equipped with Prime 

Fresh+ which softly freezes raw meat & fish at approx. 

-3C, helping to maintain flavor, freshness and retain 

nutrients for up to 7 days. Meal preparation becomes 

effortless as cutting or separating softly frozen food is 

easy. 

CLEAN & HEALTHY STORAGE

• Ag Technology for Superior hygiene

Ag Clean feature promotes Clean and Healthy storage 

throughout the refrigerator. The anti-bacterial effect of 

the silver ions deactivates 99.9%*2 of mold and bacteria. 

The silver ions also offer a semi-permanent solution 

and never need to be replaced. Active enzymes 

effectively prevent unpleasant odors for fresher, cleaner 

storage. Blue Ag further enhances this and is activated 

by Blue LED lights  that boosts the effectiveness of the 

Ag filter in the Prime Fresh Case, increasing the 

elimination rate of bacteria to 99.99%

• Keep fruit and veggies fresher for longer 

Large Fresh Safe crisper maintains high humidity and a 

constant temperature to retain moisture to keep your 

produce fresher for longer.  Airtight drawer design and 

indirect cooling prevents spoilage. 

Warranty

- 2 year parts and labor

- 10 year invertor compressor 

(2 year parts and labor + 8 year parts only)


